CONFERENCE OF EDITORS OF LEARNED JOURNALS

The Conference of Editors of Learned Journals is an international professional association of editors of learned journals in the humanities, languages, literatures and related disciplines.

As an affiliated organization, CELJ meets annually at the conference of the Modern Language Association. The conference offers members a central forum for discussion of problems common to learned journals through workshops and in the pages of Editor's Notes, provides a mediation service, awards citations for excellence in editing, and makes liaison with editors of journals in other disciplines. Membership is $20 per year.

For further information, write to:
John Stasny
President, CELJ
English Department
West Virginia University
Morgantown, W.V. 26506

WORKS AND DAYS

Essays in the Socio-Historical Dimensions of Literature and the Arts

A bi-annual interdisciplinary journal devoted to exploring the relationships between the arts and their socio-historical and political contexts.

Subscribe now and receive W&D 7 (Spring 1986) free! This is a special issue on "The Social Function of the Teaching of Literature in a Time of Cultural Flux." Other back issues available upon request, including W&D 5, "The Theory and Politics of Cultural Criticism."

Subscriptions:
- Individuals: $7 (1 yr.); $10 outside USA
- Institutions: $12 (1 yr.); $16 outside USA

Order from:
- Works and Days
  - Department of English, Eastern Illinois University
  - Charleston, Illinois 61920

NEW LITERARY HISTORY

A JOURNAL OF THEORY & INTERPRETATION

Volume 18 (1986-87 series)

Autumn 1986
Literary History
Winter 1987
Literary, Popular Culture, and the Writing of History
Spring 1987
Poetry

Among the authors: Mikhail Lotman, Lionel Trilling, Brian Stock, Hélène Cixous, Deborah McDowell, Claudio Guillén, Hub Hassan, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Michal Glowinski.

Publisher: The Johns Hopkins University Press

New at Johns Hopkins Press
Callaloo
Charles H. Rowell, Editor
University of Virginia

Callaloo, the premier Afro-American literary journal, publishes original works by and critical studies of black writers in the Americas, Africa, and the Caribbean. The journal offers a rich mixture of fiction, poetry, essays, reviews, cultural studies, interviews, and visual art. Published quarterly in February, May, August, and November. Vol. 17, No. 3 (1987)

Subscriptions: $15.00, incl. $3.00, add.
Foreign postage: $5.00, Canada and Mexico
$7.00, outside North America
Order from: The Johns Hopkins University Press, Journals Division, 767 W. 40th St., Suite 275, Baltimore, MD 21211

MLS Modern Language Studies

Quarterly journal of the North-east Modern Language Association, publishing articles of interest to teachers and scholars in English, American, and comparative literature, and the modern languages. Membership, $20/year; Subscriptions, $25/year.

Special issues still available ($6.50 each): Henry James; Photography and Literature; Holocaust Literature.

MLS/NEMLA
English Dept., Box 1852
Brown University
Providence, RI 02912

STUDIES IN THE NOVEL

Individuals $35
Institutions $55
Overseas $55
North Texas State University
Box 17570
Denton, Texas 76207

STUDIES IN ROMANTICISM

The John H.按 w Press


For further information, write to:
John Stasny, President, CELJ
English Department
West Virginia University
Morgantown, W.V. 26506

For further information, write to:
John Stasny, President, CELJ
English Department
West Virginia University
Morgantown, W.V. 26506
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CURRENT JOURNALS

STUDIES IN LANGUAGE
International Journal sponsored by the Foundation "Fountains of Language". Managing Editor: John W. M. Verhaar / Review Editor: Werner Abraham.
2 x ppy. ca. 520 ppy. subscription price: H. 245—8/ 11.70.

HISTORIOGRAFIA LINGUISTICA
3 x ppy. ca. 450 ppy. subscription price: H. 220—8/ 10.50.

LINGUISTICAE INVESTIGATIONES
2 x ppy. ca. 450 ppy. subscription price: H. 220—8/ 10.50.

ENGLISH WORLD WIDE
2 x ppy. ca. 320 ppy. subscription price: H. 164—8/ 7.60.

JOURNAL OF PIDGIN AND CREOLE LANGUAGES
A Journal presenting current research in theory and description of Pidgin and Creole languages. Editor: Glenn Gilbert / Review Editor: Mervyn Alcettey
2 x ppy. ca. 225 ppy. subscription price: H. 110—8/ 5.20.

Please address your request for a free sample copy to: John Benjamins Publishing Co., attn. Bert Jansen, P.O. Box 52519, 1007 HA Amsterdam, Holland.

JOHN BENJAMINS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Amsterdam 44 - P.O. Box 52519 - 1007 AMsterdam - Holland. Tel. (20) 781816
One Buttonwood Square - PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 19130 - U.S.A. - Tel. (215) 564-6770

Eighteenth Century Life
A tri-annual of miscellaneous and special issues, including:

BRITISH AND AMERICAN GARDENS ($7.50)

History garden illustrated with 95 plates - Vol. 8, no. 2.

UNAUTHORIZED SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR DURING THE ENLIGHTENMENT ($9.00)

England, France, Holland, Italy - Vol. 9, no. 3

BRITISH LITERATURE AND CULTURE OF THE 18TH CENTURY ($9.00)

Dryden, Wren, Gay, Pope, Handel, Smollett, Johnson, Walpole, etc. - Vol. 10, no. 3

USES OF HISTORY, PERFORMING ARTS, LITERATURE AND FINE ARTS ($11.00)

Papers from the Sixty Second Nicholls Smith Memorial Seminar. - Vol. 11, no. 1

Individuals $15/yr., Institutions $22 Backfile (Vols. 1-9), $55 (English Dept., College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 23185, U.S.A.)

8064 Recipient of the Distinguished New Learned Journal Award from The Conference of Editors of Learned Journals

The quarterly Journal of the South Central Modern Language Association welcomes submissions on any aspect of literature, literary theory, or language.

William Bedford Clark, Editor

Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas 77843

SCMLA Membership includes subscriptions:

Individual: $15.00

Graduate Student: Subscription: $5.00

The Yale University Library Gazette
1603A Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520

The South Atlantic Review, the official journal of the South Atlantic Modern Language Association, is published four times a year. Non-solicited, published essays pertaining to all facets of the modern languages and literatures will be eligible for the SAMLA Prize for an Outstanding Article in the SAR in the amount of $300.00. Only SAMLA members may submit essays for consideration. Annual dues, including a subscription to the SAR, are $12.00—individual membership, $15.00—joint membership, and $5.00—graduate student associate membership. SAMLA also sponsors a $1,000 annual Modern Language and Literature Studies Award. Manuscripts written in the English language and prepared according to scholarly standards (exclusive of bibliographies) may be submitted between 1 November and 1 February. To: SAMLA, 120 DeY Hall 04A, Box 4, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27514.
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**Focus on Journals from Illinois**

**Cinema Journal**
For 25 years the official publication of the Society for Cinema Studies has published outstanding articles on film and TV history, aesthetics, theory, directing, acting, economics, and teaching.


**American Music**
Under the sponsorship of the Sonneck Society, the only journal devoted to all aspects of music in America — composers, performers, events, institutions, and the music industry itself. Includes book and record reviews.


**Journal of English and Germanic Philology**
Articles and book reviews on English, American, German, and Scandinavian literary topics. First issued in 1897. JEGP is one of the most prestigious journals in its field.


**Journal of Aesthetic Education**
An interdisciplinary journal addressed to educators in the arts and humanities, to aestheticians, and to educational administrators and policymakers.


**International Labor and Working-Class History**
Presents new scholarship on vital issues and controversies in labor history and fosters comparative thinking and research on working-class movements.


---

**The Georgia Review**
America's leading quarterly of arts & letters, featuring a rich blend of interdisciplinary essays, poetry, fiction, graphics, and book reviews.

“...America's leading quarterly of arts & letters, featuring a rich blend of interdisciplinary essays, poetry, fiction, graphics, and book reviews.

**The Georgia Review**...”

Annual sub. rate: $12 (US) $15 (outside the USA)

University of Georgia Press
2840 Kolowalu Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 USA

---

**PROTEUS**
A Journal of Literature
Published quarterly, it presents a special issue on the Sports Experience, a book at sports from a variety of vantage points. The fall issue focuses on the future of Women's, Government, and Politics features.

Available at the Next Year's Bookstore.

---

**ESSAYS IN FRENCH LITERATURE**
Editor: Denise Bauk
Published quarterly by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
University of Western Australia
Subscription: $35
University Bookshop
University of Western Australia
Nedlands WA 6009 AUSTRALIA
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THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY Theory and Interpretation

Special Issue Spring 1988 (vol. 29, no. 2) Alexander Pope

Forthcoming Titles

David B. Morris, "Burns and Heroglossy"
Mary D. Smith, "On Fragonard's Enthusiasm"
Eric Rothstein, "Virtues of Authority in Tom Jones"
Evelyn Zimmerman, "Passion, Sincerity, and Narrative Representation"
Walter Klinkenberg, "Johnson and the Anomaly of Judicial Authority"
David H. Richter, "Gothic Fantasies: The Monsters and the Myths"
Frams De Bruyce, "Hooking the Leviathan: The Eclipse of the Heroic and the Emergence of the Sublime"
A. Owen Aldridge, "An Early American Adaptation of French Pulpit Oratory"
D. J. Womersley, "Lord Bolingbroke and Eighteenth-Century Historiography"

Mona Goldin, "Public Confession and Imagining Self in Sir Charles Grandison"

Editors
Robert M. Markley
John Sutherland
Jeffrey Sisam

Executive Board
A. Owen Aldridge
Paul A. Alkon
Michael B. Beiner
Michael Fritz
Alexander Gelley
Joseph Johnson
Jane Kimmack
Elaine S. Lepson
Cherrie M. McDonald
Lester L. Macpherson
William Morey
Elizabeth Roff
Mark Poertner
Ralph W. Rader
Ronald C. Robertson
G. S. Rousseau
Nona Sansone
J. Craig Weinheimer
Heidrun White

Editorial Correspondence
The Editors
The Eighteenth Century
P.O. Box 690
Texas Tech University Press
Lubbock, TX 79409

Business Correspondence
Sales Office
Texas Tech University Press
Lubbock, TX 79409

Subscriptions: $10.00 for individuals, $16.00 for institutions; $15.00 and $20.00 foreign per year.

THE CHAUCER REVIEW
A JOURNAL OF CHAUCERIAN STUDIES AND LITERARY CRITICISM

The leading quarterly journal for Chaucerian Studies and Medieval Language and Literature, with an invaluable annual bibliography of Chaucer Research.

Subscriptions: $20.00 individuals, $28.00 institutions, Foreign add $6

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
215 Wagner Building
University Park, PA 16802 USA

New Literary History

Ralph Cohen, Editor
University of Virginia

New Literary History focuses on theory and interpretation—reasons for literary change, the definitions and contributions of the recent scholarship. Published three times a year in November, February, and May; Vol. 19 (1987-88)

Published three times a year in November, February, and May of 1987-88

Subscriptions: $35.00 individuals and $70.00 institutions

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Order from: The Johns Hopkins University Press
4701 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21210

THE CENTENIAL REVIEW
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1000
Edited by Linda W. Wagner-Martin

FOUR ISSUES ANNUALLY TOTALING MORE THAN 500 PAGES OF THE BEST OF POETRY, ESSAYS, AND REVIEWS, INTERPRETING PAST AND LITERARY, VALENDAR IN THE ARTS SINCE 1957, SIX DOLLARS A YEAR.

THE SOUTHERN REVIEW

A refreshing openness to new work, placed side by side with that of older, more established, and in many cases highly distinguished writers.

- Joyce Carol Oates

WINTER 1987

A Memoir by Robert Penn Warren "Portrait of a Father"
Five Poems by Howard Nemerov
An Essay, "Impressions of Nemerov" by Richard Holinger
A Review of Inside the Onion by Tom Johnson

SPRING 1987

Elizabeth Spencer, "The Business Venture." A provocative story about contemporary Mississippi
John Finlay, "The Dark Rooms of the Enlightenment." A major essay on Newman's vision of the modern intellect

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK 11549

THE HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY T.C.C. PRIZE IN LITERARY CRITICISM

The T.C.C. Prize is awarded to the author of the best critical or theoretical study of the literary works of Thomas Carlyle. The prize consists of a cash award of $2,000. The prize is administered by the T.C.C. Foundation. Details of the prize, including deadlines, are contained in the Call for Papers which can be obtained from the T.C.C. Foundation. The T.C.C. Foundation is a nonprofit organization of the New York Bar Trust. Contributions to the prize are fully deductible under the provisions of Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3).

PAUL BOWLES
A Special Issue (Fall 1986) of Twentieth Century Literature

For further information about the T.C.C. Prize, the Paul Bowles Trust, or any other aspects of the T.C.C. Foundation, please contact the Honorary Chairman, Paul Bowles, 176 Blau Street, Greenwich Village, New York City 10012, or the Honorary Secretary, Dr. Michael H. Bell, 339 Main Street, Northampton, Massachusetts 01060.

THE FRANKLIN REVIEW

Published six times a year by the American Association of Teachers of French

Articles on French, past and present, and linguistic, pedagogical, and prefabrication of particular interest to teachers of French and French literature. Contributions should be submitted to the Editor: Dr. ROBERT B. C. TOBIN

921 South Street
St. John's University
St. John's, New York 11377
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY: Theory and Interpretation

Special Issue Spring 1988 (vol. 29, no.2) Alexander Pope

Forthcoming Titles

David B. Morris, "Burns and Herogliphics"
Mary D. Sheriff, "On Fagin's Embozzing"
Eric Rothstein, "Values of Authority in Tom Jones"

Sven E. Alpers, "Four Themes in the Science of Modern Art"

Robert S. Griswold, "John and the Anomaly of Judicial Authority"

David H. Richter, "Gothic Fantasia: The Monsters and the Myths"

Franz De Bruyne, "Hooking the Leviathan. The Eclipse of the Hero"

D. J. Sterne, "Lydgate and the Eighteenth-Century Historiography"

Susan Goldman, "Public Context and Imagining Self in Sir Charles Grandison"

D. J. Sterne, "Lydgate and the Eighteenth-Century Historiography"

Subscriptions: $10.00 for individuals, $15.00 for institutions, $25.00 for foreign per year.

A JOURNAL FOR AUTHORS & READERS

For Fifty Years Scholarly Publishing has presented articles of interest to both professionals and non-professionals alike, concerned with the workings of academic and scholarly publishing. An invaluable resource that lends authoritative insight into the period and the emergence of the discipline. Scholarly Publishing continues publishing peer-reviewed pieces in the field with wit and sensibility.

Why Wait? Subscribe today!

Subscription rates: $35.00 (individuals); $60.00 (institutions); $65.00 (foreign). Please add $5.00 for subscriptions outside of the United States. Subscriptions and orders: University of Missouri Press, Journals and Books, Suite 320, Columbia, MO 65201, USA.

The Southern Review

Edited in 1957 by A. L. Ruben, 302 Cabell Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, 22901.

Published by AMS Press, 56 East 13th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003.

THE SOUTHERN REVIEW

WINTER 1987

A Memoir by Robert Penn Warren "Portrait of a Father"

Five Poems by Howard Nemerov

An Essay, "Impressions of Nemerov" by Richard Holinger

A Review of Inside the Onion by Tom Johnson

The Southern Review, 43 Allen Hall, L.A. State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA 70803. Please enter your subscription at $12.00, 37 yrs 21$, 3 yrs 30$. Payment for new subscribers may be made payable to The Southern Review and sent to your subscription office.

THE CENTENNIAL REVIEW

Edited in 1957 by A. L. Ruben, 302 Cabell Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, 22901.

Published by AMS Press, 56 East 13th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003.

THE SOUTHERN REVIEW

SPRING 1987

Elizabeth Spencer, "The Business Venture." A provocative story about contemporary Mississippi

John Finlay, "The Dark Rooms of the Enlightenment." A major essay on Newman's vision of the modern intellect

LEGACY

A Journal of Nineteenth-Century History

The Southern Review, 43 Allen Hall, L.A. State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA 70803. Please enter your subscription at $12.00, 37 yrs 21$, 3 yrs 30$. Payment for new subscribers may be made payable to The Southern Review and sent to your subscription office.

THE HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY

THE HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY T.C. PRIZE IN LITERARY CRITICISM

The T.C. Prize in Literary Criticism is awarded annually by T.C. Primitz, Professor of English at Hofstra University, for a book of literary criticism. The prize carries a $1,000 award and is sponsored by the New York City Chapter of the American Association of University Professors. The prize winner will be selected by a jury of distinguished scholars. The prize-winning book will be awarded at the annual T.C. Prize luncheon, held each March at Hofstra University. The author of the winning book will be notified by the prize committee.

PAUL BOWLES

A Special Issue (Fall 1990) of Twentieth Century Literature

For further information about the T.C. Prize, the Paul Bowles Fund, or any other aspect of the T.C. Prize, contact: Mr. William W. Anderson, The T.C. Prize, T.C. Prize, Inc., P.O. Box 691, Hampton, NY 11731. Telephone: (516) 922-2100.

THE SOUTHERN REVIEW

THE SOUTHERN REVIEW

Edited since 1957 by George E. Childress, Department of English, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677.

Published by Southern Review, Inc., 43 Allen Hall, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803.

Spring 1987

A Memoir by Robert Penn Warren "Portrait of a Father"

Five Poems by Howard Nemerov

An Essay, "Impressions of Nemerov" by Richard Holinger

A Review of Inside the Onion by Tom Johnson

The Southern Review, 43 Allen Hall, L.A. State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA 70803. Please enter your subscription at $12.00, 37 yrs 21$, 3 yrs 30$. Payment for new subscribers may be made payable to The Southern Review and sent to your subscription office.
A Change of Venue: Russian Journals of the Emigration

Donald Fanger

Serious Russian-language periodicals – latter-day descendants of the more famous novely zhurnaly or "hearty journals," and mirror images of their Soviet counterparts – are currently published in Paris, New York, Munich, and Tel Aviv. The number of these venues has increased over the years, with a particular growth in the last decade, thanks to an enlightened policy of Western quasi-governmental subsidy. Many are of fairly recent vintage, and their long-term viability has yet to be determined. But the future looks promising, and the older ones, with their venerable traditions, are willing to share the limelight with their younger counterparts.

In the last few years, I have been privileged to read many of these journals, and I have been struck by the diversity of their content. Some focus on literary criticism and theory, while others are more concerned with political and social issues. But all share a common goal: to provide a platform for the expression of views that are often censored or discouraged in Russia itself.

One of the most interesting journals that I have come across is Novyi Mir, which was established in 1946 and has been published ever since. It is a biweekly publication that features a wide range of articles and essays on politics, culture, and society.

Another interesting journal is Novyi Vpered, which was founded in 1949 and is devoted to political and social issues. It is known for its critical stance towards the Soviet regime and its support for liberal and democratic values.

A third interesting journal is Literaturnaya Gazeta, which focuses on literary and cultural issues. It is known for its innovative and experimental approach to literature and art.

These and other journals provide a valuable resource for anyone interested in Russian culture and society. They offer a unique perspective on Russian life and thought, and they are an important reminder of the rich and diverse literary tradition of Russia.